A comparative study on the bond features in CO, CS, and PbS.
Covalent and noncovalent interactions dominate most compounds in the condensed phase and gas phase. For a classical diatomic molecule CO, it is usually regarded as a triple-bond system with one dative bond. In this work, the photoelectron velocity-map imaging spectra of the CS and PbS anions were first measured. The two interactions have been intuitively understood by a comparative investigation of electrostatic potential (ESP) and bond features in CO, CS, and PbS. It is suggested that both electrostatic and dative covalent interactions compete in CO molecules, while dative covalent interaction prevails in CS molecules and electrostatic interaction dominates in PbS molecules. As a consequence, CO has a very small dipole moment (∼0.1 D) compared to the large dipole moment in CS (>1.8 D) and PbS (>4 D). It is indicated that the electron affinity value increases with the increasing dipole moment in the order of CO < CS < PbS. In addition, intriguing ESP with negative bond-ends and positive bond-cylindrical-surface in CO is also revealed by comparing with that in CS and PbS. In the latter, the two molecules present opposite ESP maps. Molecular orbital analyses indicate surprising participation of Pb 5d orbitals in the Pb-S chemical bonding although Pb belongs to main-group elements. Further bond analyses using electron localization function, natural resonance theory, and bond order methods suggest that covalence is dominant in CS and ionicity is a major component in PbS, but somewhere in between for CO molecules. By a comparative study in this work, the CS molecule is also revealed as a promising ligand molecule for the transition-metal coordination chemical synthesis.